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Abstract: Turbo-encoded mUltiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems have recently 
been proposed for the support of high-speed downlink packet access (HSDPA) 
in UMTS, where the re-use of spreading codes across the transmitter antennas 
results in high levels of interference. The state of the art receiver for this system 
incorporates a channel equalizer, followed by an a posteriori probability (APP) 
detector and a turbo decoder. However, the complexity of APP detection can 
become prohibitive since it grows exponentially with the number of transmitter 
antennas and the modulation order. In this paper, a MIMO receiver is proposed 
which replaces the optimum but complex APP detector by successive interfer
ence cancellation (SIC) incorporating sub-optimal matched filter detection. 
Using convolutional encoding at the transmitter, the receiver performance is 
sustained via iterations between the simplified detector and the convolutional 
decoder. In combination with a proposed novel soft-output combining scheme, it 
is shown that the new receiver can outperform the APP-based receiver at a much 
lower complexity and with no need for channel equalization. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Turbo-encoded multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems have recently 
been proposed for the support of high-speed downlink. packet access (HSDPA) in 
UMTS [1]. The concept here is to increase the achievable data rates for a particular 
user through a combination of code re-use across transmit antennas and higher-order 
modulation schemes. The code re-use inevitably results in high levels of interference 
at the mobile receiver, even under non-dispersive channel conditions. In order to 
tackle such high interference levels, receivers based on the optimal a posteriori prob
ability (APP) detector [2] followed by turbo decoding have been proposed [3][4]. To 
cope with dispersive channels and in order to avoid sequence estimation, it is neces
sary to use an APP detector preceded by a matrix channel equaliser. 

Essentially, the APP detector operates by computing soft-outputs for the trans
mitted bits which most closely match the received signal in an Euclidian sense. The 
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Figure 1. Equalized APP based receiver for a 4x4 MIMO system (Reference) 

computational complexity of the APP detector is an exponential function of the total 
number of bits transmitted during a symbol epoch, which is equal to the product of 
the number of transmit antennas and the number of bits per symbol. Consequently, 
the complexity of the APP detector can become prohibitive for increasing numbers 
of transmit antennas and (perhaps more importantly) modulation orders. This inflex
ibility of the optimal APP detector has resulted in renewed interest in the use of sub
optimal but less complex MIMO detectors. 

Successive interference cancellation (SIC) schemes have been considered for 
many years in the context of multi-user detection for the COMA uplink [5][6][7]. 
These schemes combat interference by successively detecting and cancelling the in
fluence of data streams from the received signal. The more reliable data streams are 
detected and cancelled first. In the context of MIMO receivers, the original BLAST 
detector [8] is essentially a SIC architecture incorporating ordering and detection 
based on the minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) criterion. Furthermore, signifi
cant performance improvements have been demonstrated through iterations between 
the BLAST detector and a convolutional decoder [9]. 

In this paper, a bit-based SIC scheme incorporating simple matched filters (MF) 
as the basic detection unit is considered as a receiver for a convolutionally-encoded 
MIMO link. The MF-SIC detector performs iterations with a convolutional decoder 
in conjunction with a novel soft-output combining technique. Convolutional coding is 
used, since it provides better convergence than turbo coding in iterative schemes. The 
combining acts to suppress instabilities caused by erroneously detected and cancelled 
bits. The resulting receiver architecture is highly scalable in terms of dealing with 
growing numbers of transmit antennas and high-order modulation schemes. 

The proposed MF-SIC receiver is compared with the APP-based receiver consid
ered for an equivalent turbo-encoded MIMO link [4] and is shown to achieve superior 
performance at a much lower complexity. The performance loss due to the use of a 
sub-optimal detector is regained via iterations with the decoder, enabled by the novel 
soft-output combining technique. 

2. SIGNAL MODEL 

Figures (1) and (2) illustrate the transmission scheme for the MIMO system under 
investigation. At the transmitter, user data is convolutional or turbo encoded and inter
leaved. The coded data stream is de-multiplexed into NT sub-streams, corresponding 
to the NT transmit antennas. Each sub-stream is then modulated on to NK 4-QAM 
symbols and subsequently spread by a factor Q via a set of K orthogonal spreading 
codes prior to transmission. Each transmitted spread stream then occupies N symbol 
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Figure 2. Iterative MF-SIC based receiver for a 4x4 MIMO system 
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intervals. Also note that the same set of K codes are re-used across all transmit an
tennas. Therefore, the MIMO propagation environment, which is assumed to exhibit 
significant multipath, plays a major role in achieving signal separation at the receiver. 
The transmitted signals are received by NR receive antennas after propagation through 
dispersive radio channels with impulse response lengths of W chips. The received 
signal vector can then be modelled as follows: 

K 

k- I 

where: mr. E C(QN+W-I)xl Signal at Rx antenna m. 
my E C(QN+W-I)XI 

E CNxl xn 
::::.t 

C' E CQNxN 
k 

Noise + inter-cell interference at Rx antenna m. 
Symbol sequence [x:(l) ... x:(NW at Tx antenna n 
spread via kth spreading code. 
Spreading matrix for kth spreading code fA: E CQxI . 

c; =f! !.l 
N Tim .. 

mHn E C(QN+W-I)xQN Channel matrix from Tx antenna n to Rx antenna m. 

(I) 

(2) 

and y is a vector of iid complex Gaussian variables, R" =E{ vv" }=NoI. The 4-QAM 

modulation mapping is such that x: (t) = b:.o (t) + jb:.1 (t) with b:.; (t) E {+ I, -I}. 

3. APP RECEIVER 
As indicated in Figure (1), in this receiver the signal vector r. is applied to an a 

posteriori probability (APP) detector following a process of channel equalization. The 
soft outputs from the APP detector are then applied to a turbo decoder which generates 
reliable estimates of the transmitted bits. 

A full space-time APP detector implies joint detection of KNT transmitted symbols 
per symbol epoch. For 4-QAM modulation, and for dispersive channels with lSI ex
tending over L symbols, this requires a search over a trellis containing 22(L+l)KNT states. 
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The computational complexity is clearly inhibitive for typical parameter values. Note 
that, in fiat fading conditions (L=O) and for K orthogonal codes re-used over the trans
mit antennas, the number of trellis states reduces to a more realistic value of 22Nr. As a 
result, a strategy for dealing with dispersive channels is to apply APP detection after 
a process of space-time equalization which effectively eliminates dispersion. The 
equalization process inevitably causes noise colouring, which needs to be accounted 
for in APP detection. 

Space-Time Equalization 
The received signal over N symbol epochs may be written as 

K 

!:=HI,CI!1 (3) 
t-l 

where o\:=C,! is the vector of spread symbols. A minimum mean-square error 
(MMSE) equalizer represents a space-time matrix V which minimizes the term 

It is easy to show [10], that the solution to this problem is given by 

V = R.B" (BR.H" + R" r' (4) 

where R.=E{uH }= 2C(ti since E{,I,IH}=21. The equalization process Vr essen
tially eliminates the effects of the channel matrix H. As a result, assuming orthogonal 
spreading codes, the contribution of symbols transmitted using the /(tb spreading code 
can be retrieved at the output of the equalizer via the de-spreading operation 

and k=l...K (5) 

where Y.,,=TiJ!. is coloured noise. Due to excessive computational complexity, 
space-time equalization is usually performed over a block of NE <N symbols and re
peated NINE times to cover the overall transmission period. 

APP Detection 

Vector z." consists of the equalized and de-spread contributions of N.;v symbols 
transmitted via the lC" spreading code over a total of N symbol epochs. Considering 
only the NT rows ofEq. (5) corresponding to the fh symbol epoch, we have 

and k=l...K (6) 

The APP algorithm can then be applied to derive log-likelihood ratios for each 
(equally probable) transmitted bit, bA;t(t) n=1...NT ie {0,1}, in the form of soft out
puts 

(7) 

where 14(t)=TI(t)y. is coloured noise and RuJ,t)=E{14(t)14(t)H}=No Tt(t)TI{t)H. The 
soft outputs are then applied to a Turbo decoder whose constituent decoders operate 
based on the max-log MAP algorithm. 
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4. ITERATIVE RECEIVER 
At the receiver of Figure (2), the signal vector!. is fed into a successive interfer

ence canceller incorporating matched filter detection (MF-SIC). The received signal 
ofEq. (I) observed over the fh symbol epoch may be written as 

(8) 

where xt"(t) is a transmitted symbol at the fh symbol epoch and fJ.k"(/) is its code
channel signature at the receiver. The output of the MF-SIC is then de-interleaved and 
applied to a convolutional decoder. This represents the first iteration of the receiver. 
Soft outputs from the decoder are then re-interleaved and applied to the MF-SIC for 
further iterations. 

Iteration 1: 
Here, the MF-SIC operates at a symbol level. The first step is to determine, at each 

symbol interval I, the most reliable symbol according to a reliability criterion. Ideally, 
the symbol with the lowest error probability is selected [6]. Lacking such information, 
the symbol xt(/) k=1 ... K n=I ... NT with the highest signature energy, (or least 
mean-square estimation error), is selected. The next step is to estimate the selected 
symbol (soft-output derived via matched filter detection), make a hard decision on the 
estimate, reconstruct and cancel its contribution from the received signal: 

y:(t) = !:(t) 

r:<t) = jsgn{Im[y:(t)]}} 

(9) 

(10) 

The process is then repeated for the next most reliable symbol. If the decision 
on the selected symbol is correct, then its interference towards other symbols can be 
completely suppressed. However, a wrong decision doubles the level of interference 
caused by the erroneously detected symbol. Consequently, the reliability criterion 
used for the ordering of symbols is of critical importance in any form of successive 
cancellation. 

After the MF-SIC detection of a complete code-block, the corresponding soft-out
puts'Yk.o"(/)=Re[Yk"(/)] andYk.t(/)=Im[Yt(/)], are multiplexed into a single stream for 
de-interleaving and convolutional decoding (max-log MAP algorithm). The decoder 
output is fed into the soft-output combiner and an interleaver prior to re-application to 
the MF-SIC for subsequent iterations. 

Iteration 2 and beyond: 
In the second iteration of the receiver, the MF-SIC has access to reliability infor

mation at a bit level, in the form oflog-likelihood ratios, A(bk.,"(/», generated by the 
soft-output decoder in the previous iteration. As a result, at each symbol interval I, 
ordering can be performed at a bit level (rather than symbol level) based on the log
likelihood ratios (LLRs). In other words, the bit bk,,"(/) with the largest LLR value 
IA( bk,I"(/»1 (or minimum estimation error probability), can be selected as most reliable. 
Since bit estimates corresponding to a particular symbol can have different reliabili
ties, the use of LLR values represents an optimum ordering policy. The cancellation 
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process at the fh symbol interval is based on the more reliable hard bit estimates de
rived from the LLR values: 

yZ,i (t) = 2> {!!: (t)" ret) + (-IY r(t)"!!: (t)} 

[.(/) = [(I) - / !!: (t) sgn { A (b;,i (I) )} 

(11) 

(12) 

where i=O or 1 depending on whether the bit of interest forms the real or imaginary 
part of the 4-QAM symbol. The process is again repeated for the next most reliable 
bit. After the MF-SIC detection of a complete code-block, the soft-outputs y, are again 
multiplexed into a single stream for de-interleaving and decoding (max-log MAP al
gorithm). The performance of the MF-SIC (and hence the receiver) should improve at 
each iteration as the quality of the decoder output improves. 

Soft-Output Combining 

In the proposed iterative receiver, mutual information is exchanged between the 
MF-SIC detector and the convolutional decoder. Therefore, at each iteration, soft es
timates (in the form of LLR values) at the output of the decoder are fed back to the 
detector for purposes of interference cancellation. Consequently, new and hopefully 
more reliable soft-output values are made available at the output of the decoder after 
each iteration. However, in some cases, the interference cancellation process can lead 
to poorer soft-outputs for certain bits. This can result in error propagation and there
fore unstable bit-error rate performance in subsequent iterations, 

Such instabilities can be avoided by combining the soft-output values computed in 
the current iteration with those computed in the previous iteration(s). The combining 
weight factors have a significant influence on the stability and the speed of conver
gence of the iterative receiver. Using this combining process, reliability information 
already gained for a certain transmitted bit is not lost in the next iteration. 

While soft-output combining can be performed either at the output of the detector 
or that of the decoder, simulations indicate that a combination of both is most effec
tive. If q indicates the iteration index, then soft-output combining may be described 
as 

yZ,;Ct)[q] = a yZ,i(/)[q] + (I-a) yZ,i(/)[q -1] 

A;,i(t)[q]=!3 AZ,;Ct)[q] + (I-!3)AZ,i(t)[q-l] 

(13) 

(14) 

Good performance results were found to be achieved via combining factors of 
a=0.9 and f3 =0.75. Soft-output combining is an essential element of the proposed 
iterative receiver. 

5. PERFORMANCE AND COMPLEXITY COMPARISON 

The performance of the APP-based receiver for a Turbo-encoded MIMO link [4] 
is considered as reference for comparison with that of the proposed MF-SIC based 
receiver for an equivalent convolutionally-encoded MIMO link. 

A system with Nr=NR=4, Q=16 and K=16, similar to the HSDPA specifications is 
considered. In addition to a flat Rayleigh fading channel, a dispersive channel with 
3 equal-power, chip-spaced taps is also considered. The assumed mobile speed is 3 
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Figure 3. Perfonnance comparison 

kmIh and the receiver has perfect knowledge of the average channel conditions dur
ing each transmitted data block. For the turbo-encoded MIMO link, a 8-state rate 1/3 
turbo encoder is used in accordance with the HSDPA specifications, resulting in a 
block size with up to 5114 information bits. A total of 6 iterations of the turbo decoder 
are performed in the receiver. For the convolutionally-encoded MIMO link, rate 1/3, 
8- 16- and 64-state convolutional encoders are considered to allow a comprehensive 
comparison in terms of performance and complexity. A total of 4 iterations between 
the MF-SIC detector and the convolutional decoder are performed. Soft-output com
biners with the coefficients a=0.9 after detection and /3=0.75 after decoding were 
used. 

The BER performance comparison is presented in Figure (3) for flat (a) and dis
persive (b) channels, while Figure (4) illustrates the corresponding computational 
complexities in terms of the number of real multiplications. 

For flat fading channels, the proposed iterative MF-SIC based receiver outper
forms the APP-based receiver by approximately 1 dB, dependent on the memory size 
of the convolutional code, consistently at a lower total computational complexity (a2-
4). Simulation result (as) clearly demonstrates the degradation in performance when 
soft-output combining is not used. 

For the dispersive channel, the MF-SIC detectors offer again significant im
provements in BER. In fact, the performance improvement over the equalized APP 
reference is even higher than for flat fading (result b4-6). Even with a simple 8-state 
convolutional decoder (b6), the proposed receiver offers improved BER results at ap
proximately only 20% of the APP-based receiver complexity. The small performance 
differences for the equalized APP detector, between using equalizer block sizes of 32 
or 24 chips (b2, bl), shows that the edge effects are negligible for this channel. 
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Figure 4. Complexity comparison: Multiplications per infonnation bit 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a low complexity iterative receiver for a convolutionally-encoded 
MIMO system is proposed and compared with an APP-based receiver for an equiva
lent turbo-encoded MIMO system. The proposed iterative receiver utilizes a succes
sive interference cancellation architecture based on simple matched filters (MF-SIC). 
Despite the use of a simplified detection scheme, a high level of receiver performance 
is achieved via iterations with the decoder. In fact, it is shown that, via a combina
tion of bit-based ordering/detection/cancellation and the use of a novel soft-output 
combining technique at the decoder output, the proposed low-complexity iterative 
receiver outperforms the APP-based receiver. Depending on the complexity of the 
convolutional decoder, the BER performance can be improved by up to 2 dB, always 
at a significantly lower computational complexity. In contrast to the APP detector 
where the computational complexity grows exponentially with the nurnber of anten
nas and the order of the modulation scheme, the complexity of the proposed iterative 
solution only grows linearly. This makes the proposed solution highly scalable and 
even more attractive for 16- and 64-QAM. Furthermore, unlike the APP-based re
ceiver, the proposed solution does not require a matrix-channel equalizer to cope with 
dispersive propagation environments, making it attractive from an implementation 
standpoint. Finally, the iterative concept can be exploited to improve the channel esti
mation, which can further improve the performance in comparison to a non-iterative 
APP detector. 
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